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- CHAPTER FOUR SUDDEN DESTRUCTION OF
THE SIXTH SEAL

The convergence of supernatural events within the natural world,
in such a brief amount of time, will cause incredible things to happen
to the natural world. In his resurrection body, Jesus was able to move
into and out of the normal three-dimensional world of length, width,
and height, as well as the fourth dimension continuum of space-time,
in which humans are currently constrained. The interference between
the natural world and the unseen supernatural world will bring sudden
destruction on the earth.
Looking closely at the description of the sixth seal, other than the
opening of the seal by the Lamb, there is no cause given for the many
effects listed. What follows the opening is a description of things
happening on the earth and in the sky. The first four seals all feature
some kind of natural effect upon the earth, such as war, disease, and
famine. But in each case, the cause is revealed: a white, red, black,
and pale green horse with a rider, symbolizing a spirit unleashed on
the earth.
The unmentioned cause setting in motion the catastrophic sixth
seal events, according to this prophetic model, will be the future
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three-stage resurrection, transformation, and catching-up event, set in
motion by the last trumpet voice of God and the power of the global
resurrection of the dead in Christ, shaking both the heavens and the
earth. The convergence of this supernatural mega-event within the
natural world will result in the effects seen in Revelation 6:12-14.
Sudden Destruction: The Days of Noah and Lot
Many may be resistant to the idea that the resurrection and
catching-up event will be ushered in by a worldwide catastrophe that
would likely cause the deaths of many people. Yet, that is exactly
what both Jesus and Paul stated would be the case. According to Paul,
the day of the Lord will be introduced with “sudden destruction:”
I The 5:2 For you know quite well that the day of the Lord
will come in the same way as a thief in the night. 5:3 Now
when they are saying, “There is peace and security,” then
sudden [aiphnídios] destruction comes on them, like labor
pains on a pregnant woman, and they will surely not escape
[ekphúgōsin].
In the natural, a thief in the night comes when the people are
sleeping, unaware of the sudden destruction coming on them. In the
spiritual, those who are not prepared for the coming of the Lord will
be caught in an unprepared state, unable to escape what comes upon
them. The Greek words used by Paul in explaining the quick
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destructive power that introduces the day of the Lord are the same
used by Jesus when he was explaining the day of the Lord to his
disciples:
Luk 21:34 “But be on your guard so that your hearts are not
weighed down with dissipation and drunkenness and the
worries of this life, and that day close down upon you
suddenly like a trap [aiphnídios]. 21:35 For it will overtake
[pagís] all who live on the face of the whole earth. 21:36 But
stay alert at all times, praying that you may have strength to
escape [ekphígein] all these things that must happen, and to
stand before the Son of Man.”
Unlike those upon whom the day of the Lord comes like a thief,
Jesus stated there will be those who will escape the catastrophic
destruction which will introduce the day of the Lord. The same Greek
word is used to describe the escape, ekpheúgō, which was used by
Paul in describing the fate of those who will be caught by surprise by
the sudden destruction. In addition, both of the passages use
aiphnídios to describe the swift and severe manner in which the
destruction will come. The Greek pagís is a noun which means a trap
set for animals resulting in their destruction and capture. This noun
was used to describe the fate of all those who are not ready at his
coming.
Most popular books and movies about the future catching-up event
feature a globe in basically the same physical condition after the event
43
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as before it. But, if there is any further doubt about whether the time
of the coming of the Lord will be a time of catastrophe on the earth,
one need only examine Luke chapter 17, where Jesus himself warned
that the time of his revealing would feature destructive events
patterned after those in the days of Noah and Lot. Jesus began a
discourse to his disciples about the future with a reference to his
lightning-flash appearance:
Luk 17:23 Then people will say to you, ‘Look, there he is!’
or ‘Look, here he is!’ Do not go out or chase after them.
17:24 For just like the lightning flashes and lights up the sky
from one side to the other, so will the Son of Man be in his
day.
In contrast to those who will be looking for the Lord to first appear
on the earth, Jesus stated there will be an appearance in which he
comes just as quickly as the lightning flashes through the sky. This
description is in agreement with Paul’s description of the resurrection
and transformation event taking place in a moment, in the blinking of
an eye, in which Jesus will return in the sky to catch up all believers
who are resurrected and transformed. Jesus continued the discussion
by providing two dramatic, historic examples of what to expect on the
earth at the time of this lightning-flash appearance:
Luk 17:26 Just as it was in the days of Noah, so too it will be
in the days of the Son of Man. 17:27 People were eating,
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they were drinking, they were marrying, they were being
given in marriage—right up to the day Noah entered the ark.
Then the flood came and destroyed them all.
First, he compared the time of his coming to the days of Noah. Up
until the day Noah entered the ark, the world went on as usual, and
there was no reason for panic. However, on the day the flood began,
the inhabitants of the earth quickly realized their predicament. The
violent changes that took place on the earth destroyed all of them. The
day overtook them as a thief, and the planet underwent legendary
changes which no living creature outside the ark survived. Jesus
stated it would be the same when he returns in the sky. He next
reminded the disciples of the days of Lot:
Luk 17:28 Likewise, just as it was in the days of Lot, people
were eating, drinking, buying, selling, planting, building;
17:29 but on the day Lot went out from Sodom, fire and
sulfur rained down from heaven and destroyed them all.
17:30 It will be the same on the day the Son of Man is
revealed.
The sudden destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, as chronicled in
Genesis chapter 19, resulted from the cities being pelted with
supernatural fire and sulfur from the sky. Jesus then stated it will be
“the same” when he returns; some type of destruction will take place
on the earth at his lightning-quick revelation.
45
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According to this passage in Luke chapter 17, when Jesus appears
in the sky like a lightning flash, the appearance will be followed by
natural disasters on the earth similar to the flood of Noah’s day and
the destruction of Sodom by fire and sulfur from heaven. He clearly
stated that the same conditions would be found on the earth when his
appearance took place, and went into a fair amount of detail in the
description. One should expect, therefore, that when the Son of Man
is revealed in the future, and appears like lightning in the sky, the
earth will experience similar types of destruction.
Both Noah’s family and Lot and his two daughters escaped the
destruction of their day, representing a righteous remnant that will
completely escape the destruction that will take place on the earth at
the time of the future three-stage event. To suggest that belief in a
catching-up event prior to the day of the Lord’s wrath is just
“escapism” is false, as Jesus himself used the word “escape” to
introduce an alternative to going through these destructive events.
Earth’s surviving inhabitants who do not escape will be trapped in the
midst of the devastation.
The Sixth Seal Blood-Red Moon
There are three solid pieces of scriptural corroboration which
support the placement of the beginning of the day of the Lord’s wrath
after the opening of the sixth seal. Revelation 6:12 includes the first of
these corroborations, along with a description of the huge shaking of
the earth that occurs after the opening of the sixth seal:
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Rev 6:12 Then I looked when the Lamb opened the sixth
seal, and a huge earthquake [mégas seismós] took place . . .
The first occurrence after the opening of the seal is the major
worldwide earthquake, which will occur at the moment of the
resurrection of the dead in Christ and the changing of the bodies of
believers into immortal ones. This conclusion is based on (1) the
sounding of God’s trumpet voice, the last trumpet, once more shaking
the heavens and the earth, and (2) the continuation of the pattern of
earthquakes accompanying the resurrection to immortality, similar to
the resurrection of Jesus, the many saints, and the two witnesses, as
described in previous chapters.
The final clause of verse 12 contains the first piece of
corroboration that the sixth seal must occur before the day of the
Lord’s wrath:
Rev 6:12 . . .the sun became as black as sackcloth made of
hair, and the full moon became blood red;
There are several verses in the Old Testament in which the
prophets revealed that both the sun and the moon will withdraw their
shining, implying that these heavenly bodies will somehow be shaded
or covered relative to the earth, which could be accomplished by the
presence of large amounts of volcanic ash in the atmosphere.
However, there is only one Old Testament passage in which the moon
is described as turning to a blood-red color, which is in Joel chapter 2:
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Joe 2:31 The sunlight will be turned to darkness and the
moon to the color of blood, before the day of the LORD
comes—that great and terrible day!
There are only two other passages, both in the New Testament, in
which the moon is described as turning to a blood-red color. The first
is Acts chapter 2, where Peter includes the verse in quoting a passage
from Joel during his Feast of Pentecost explanation of the meaning of
the gift of the Holy Spirit. The only other reference to the moon
turning blood-red is in Revelation 6:12 within the events of the sixth
seal. The prophecy of Joel will be fulfilled, therefore, upon the
opening of the sixth seal, not before.
The key is understanding when Joel said this event would happen:
“before the day of the Lord comes—that great and terrible day.”
Above, the “sudden destruction” that will introduce the day of the
Lord was explored. Joel’s prophecy reveals that, before the day of the
Lord will occur, the moon will turn to a blood-red color. This
disqualifies the traditional notion that the day of the Lord will begin
with the opening of the first seal, because the blood-red moon is part
of the sixth seal events.
If the opening of the seven seals are part of the day of the Lord’s
wrath, as most traditional prophetic models hold, then Joel’s prophecy
of the blood-red moon would be fulfilled after the day of the Lord
begins, resulting in a contradiction between the passages in Joel and
Revelation. But Joel’s prophecy clearly states that the blood-red moon
occurs before the day of the Lord begins. Therefore, the opening of
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the first six seals must also occur before the day of the Lord’s wrath,
not after.
When volcanic eruptions take place, the explosion of lava and ash
into the air can cause not only the sunset to appear red globally, but
also the moon. This is a powerful connection to what occurs within
the description of the sixth seal. Volcanoes would almost certainly be
part of a massive worldwide shaking of the earth, in which all
mountains and islands move, due to the disturbance of the underlying
magma. In the same passage, the prophet Joel made reference to fire
and columns of smoke on the earth that would precede the day of the
Lord’s wrath:
Joe 2:30 I will produce portents both in the sky and on the
earth —blood, fire, and columns of smoke.
This fire and columns of smoke are almost certainly a reference to
the eruption of volcanoes. The gaseous pressure built up underneath
the earth would cause an explosion of magma, rock, and ash up
through the openings in volcanoes all over the world while the earth is
shaking. The gases and dust from these explosions would cause the
moon to appear a vivid, blood-red color even without a lunar eclipse.
An earthquake resurrection of the dead in Christ at the sixth seal, in
which the atmosphere filled with gases and dust from seismic and
volcanic activity, would cause these effects. Joel 2:30-31, therefore,
fits perfectly within the events of the sixth seal, before the great day
of the Lord’s wrath is unleashed on the earth.
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“The Day of Their Great Wrath Has Come”
The second piece of scriptural corroboration which supports the
placement of the beginning of the day of the Lord’s wrath after the
opening of the sixth seal is found in the reaction of the people
remaining on the earth:
Rev 6:15 Then the kings of the earth, the very important
people, the generals, the rich, the powerful, and everyone,
slave and free, hid themselves in the caves and among the
rocks of the mountains. 6:16 They said to the mountains and
to the rocks, “Fall on us and hide us from the face of the one
who is seated on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb,
6:17 because the great day of their wrath has come, and who
is able to withstand it?”
According to those remaining on the earth, the great day of wrath
will arrive with, if not after, the events of the sixth seal. It could not
be stated any more clearly than, “the great day of their wrath has
come.” They are referring to the day of the Lord, an incredible day of
wrath that the prophets of the Old Testament saw and described over
and over in great detail. Their statement provides further proof that
the day of the Lord begins at this point or just after it, not at the
opening of the first seal at the beginning of Revelation chapter 6.
The explanation offered by some traditional pre-millennial models
to alleviate this problem is to separate the “tribulation period” into
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two types of wrath: first, the wrath of the Lamb in Revelation 6:1-14,
and second, the wrath of God in the rest of the book. However,
Revelation 6:16 states that the day of their wrath had come at the
conclusion of the events of the sixth seal, not before. Because of this,
a pre-70th week of Daniel resurrection of the dead in Christ and
catching up of believers must occur after the opening of the first seal,
and before the opening of the sixth seal.
The pronoun “their” preceding “wrath” in verse 17 is rendered in
some translations with “his” using the Greek autou, referring either to
the Lamb or the one seated on the throne in the previous verse.
However, the use of the Greek verb auton for “their” is well
supported, and also makes the most grammatical sense. This is
because the previous verse refers to two entities: the one seated on the
throne and the Lamb. Since there are two entities, a plural pronoun is
appropriate.
When one reads the first four seals of Revelation chapter 6, it is
clear that these are symbolic representations of things taking place on
the earth. There are not four horses riding around, at least, ones
visible to the human eye, carrying out these activities. Because of this,
some scholars have concluded that all of the seven seal events are to
be interpreted symbolically. However, it clearly makes no logical
sense to interpret a literal red horse roaming around with a rider who
carries a huge sword. Nor does it make logical sense to interpret a
literal black horse roaming around with a rider holding a yoke in his
hand. The same can be said for the other two horses and riders.
However, there is a shift with the opening of the fifth seal:
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Rev 6:9 Now [kaí] when the Lamb opened the fifth seal, I
saw under the altar the souls of those who had been violently
killed because of the word of God and because of the
testimony they had given.
The translators of the NET Bible state that the first word of this
verse signals this shift: “Here kaív has been translated as “now” to
indicate the introduction of a new and somewhat different topic after
the introduction of the four riders.” 1 Therefore, from the fifth seal
through the end of the chapter, there is no intellectual harm done to
literally interpret the following:
1. An altar under which martyred souls abide.
2. The cry of the martyrs for the avenging of their blood.
3. The white robe and the word of confirmation and comfort.
4. A massive shaking of the earth at the opening of the sixth seal.
5. Changes in the sun, moon, stars, and the heavenly bodies.
6. The effects of the shaking causing mountains and islands to move.
7. The physical and verbal response to the sixth seal events.
The people certainly react to the events of the sixth seal as if they
are literally happening on the earth, and so should the reader of the
text. They will hide in the rocks and caves, and cry out for the rocks
to fall on them for concealment from the wrath of God and the Lamb.
Certain parts of the vision of John are clearly symbolic, and certain
parts are clearly literal. Judging from the reaction of the inhabitants of
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the earth to the events of the sixth seal, what is described within the
events of the sixth seal will literally happen.
The Seventh Seal Contains the Trumpet and Bowl Judgments
The third piece of scriptural corroboration which supports the
placement of the beginning of the day of the Lord’s wrath after the
opening of the sixth seal, and not with the opening of the first seal, is
found with the opening of the seventh seal. Revelation chapter 8
records the opening of the seventh seal:
Rev 8:1 Now when the Lamb opened the seventh seal there
was silence in heaven for about half an hour. 8:2 Then I saw
the seven angels who stand before God, and seven trumpets
were given to them.
After a time of silence in heaven for about thirty minutes, seven
angels are presented with seven trumpets, which when blown, result
in devastating judgment on the earth and its inhabitants. It is
important to understand that the events of the trumpet and bowl
judgments will not be able to take place without the progression of the
opening of all seven seals. The seven bowl judgments can take place
only after the seventh trumpet is blown, and the seven trumpet
judgments can take place only after the seventh seal is opened.
This is important because there has been a tendency by traditional
interpreters of the events of the first six seals of Revelation 6:1-17 to
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equate them with the events of the trumpets and the bowls, claiming
they are a restatement of those judgments on the earth, but from a
different perspective. For example, John F. Walvoord, former
professor, president, and Chancellor Emeritus of Dallas Theological
Seminary, taught that the events of the sixth seal will take place near
the end of the final three and a half years of Daniel’s 70th week as part
of God’s judgment:
Revelation 6-18 deals with the last seven years, or more
specifically, the last three-and-a-half years preceding the
Second Coming. 2 . . .Though this scene [encompassing the
events of the sixth seal] is not the final judgment as recorded
in Revelation 16 under the seventh bowl of wrath, it
indicates that the entire last three-and-a-half years up to the
second coming of Christ will be a period of unprecedented
trial and trouble for the world as God deals in direct
judgment on the world and all its sin. 3
Similarly, Bruce M. Metzger, a distinguished New Testament
scholar and long-time teacher at Princeton Theological Seminary,
stated about the seven seals, “The trumpets more or less repeat the
revelation of the seven seals, though they present it more from God’s
standpoint.” 4 This has long been the view of traditional pre-millennial
models of prophecy for the opening of the seven seals of the scroll.
The view that the events of the sixth seal somehow parallel the
events of the trumpet or bowl judgments, and are included near the
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end of the 7-year “tribulation period,” is simply not possible within
the chronological flow of Revelation. A simple comparison of the seal
events with the trumpet and bowl judgments will yield this
conclusion, because the events are different. But beyond a simple
reading, it is clear that the trumpet and bowl judgments are contained
within the seven-sealed scroll itself, and therefore, the seventh seal
must be opened before those judgments can take place. The seal
events are mutually exclusive from the judgments because the scroll
contains the awful judgments of the day of the Lord’s wrath. For these
reasons, the events of the sixth seal cannot be a parallel rendition of
any part of the trumpet or bowl judgments.
Before leaving the events of the sixth seal completely, the
aftermath of such globe-altering events must be given proper
attention. The sudden catastrophic events that ensue with the opening
of the sixth seal will be a direct result of the trumpet voice of God and
the power of the resurrection of the dead, leading to the seventh seal
and ushering in the wrath of God. In the future, all of the righteous
throughout history will be raised with the same power displayed in
raising Jesus Christ from the dead. Imagine the aftermath of such a
global, destructive event featuring the simultaneous resurrection and
disappearance of millions of people. Could it be that the destruction
of this event will be able to mask their disappearance?
1

The NET Bible. Notes on Revelation chapter 6, verse 9, note 38.
Walvoord, John F. (1990). The Prophecy Knowledge Handbook, p. 552. Wheaton,
Illinois: Scripture Press Publications, Inc.
3
Ibid, p. 557-8.
4
Metzger, Bruce M. (1993). Breaking the Code: Understanding the Book of
Revelation, p. 55. Nashville: Abingdon Press.
2
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- CHAPTER FIVE THE AFTERMATH:
GLOBAL DISAPPEARANCE

Current Seismic and Volcanic Activity
The seismic and volcanic activity on the earth has seen a major
upswing during the time of the writing of this book. In fact, there has
been so much activity that it was very difficult to keep up with it.
Several severe earthquakes have taken place in Sumatra, Java, Japan
and other spots along the Ring of Fire, and several volcanoes have
been rumbling around the globe, with some actual eruptions.
Of course, the most shocking seismic event in recent history took
place very recently. The second largest earthquake in recorded
history, of 9.3 magnitude, 1 occurred on December 26, 2004
approximately 155 miles off the coast of the Indonesian island of
Sumatra in the Indian Ocean, six miles below the surface of the ocean
floor. The oceanic fault lines slammed into each other, generating
nearly 500 mph tsunami waves hurdling toward the coastlines of
Indonesia, Thailand, India, Sri Lanka, Somalia, and several other
surrounding nations. This event resulted in the deaths of well over
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200,000, with thousands declared “missing” and millions of survivors
left struggling to find shelter and provisions. The devastation from
this event surpassed that of the 1883 eruption of the volcano
Krakatoa, which took the lives of over 36,000, as well as the
devastation of 1755 when tsunamis killed an estimated 60,000 in
Portugal. Eyewitnesses described walls of water 20-30 feet high
driving toward the coastlines on a beautifully clear and sunny day,
leaving behind ruin as they slammed into the real estate.
In addition to the large waves, this tsunami event was responsible
for other startling side effects around the globe. Consider the
following:
1. According to the United States Geological Survey, the island of
Sumatra, and several smaller surrounding islands, actually slid
nearly 120 feet to the southwest when the India and Burma plates
slammed into each other in the Indian Ocean.
2. According to geologist Ken Hudnut, “The earthquake has changed
the map.” He also stated that the orbit of the earth on its axis may
have actually wobbled “due the massive amount of energy exerted
and the sudden shift in mass.” 2
3. This earthquake sent shockwaves all over the planet, triggering
earthquakes as far away as the Mt. Wrangell volcano in southcentral Alaska, 3 and registering on seismic monitoring equipment
as far away as Oklahoma. 4
4. Scientists found that there was a polar shift from this earthquake.
The “mean North pole” shifted approximately 2.5 centimeters. 5
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5. Scientists also stated that the earthquake sped up the orbit of the
earth on its axis, shortening the length of a day by less than three
microseconds. 6
6. The quake shook the entire surface of the earth, and weeks after
the event, it was still trembling. So much water was displaced
from the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea that the worldwide
sea level was raised .004 inches.
7. The planet oscillated like a bell every 17 minutes after the quake,
which was easily measured with new technology. In addition, the
ground moved 0.4 inches everywhere on the planet’s surface,
though it wasn’t discernible in most places. According to scientist
Roger Bilham of the University of Colorado, “no point on Earth
remained undisturbed.” 7
8. Since the massive earthquake, the islands of Malaysia and
Langkawi have been slowly shifting westward rather than the
normal eastward shift.
When the descriptions of the December 26, 2004 earthquake and
tsunami waves are compared to the description of the events after the
opening of the sixth seal, the similarities are quite alarming. A
scientist with the Indian government stated that because of the
earthquake, the topography and the coastline of the Andaman and
Nicobar islands changed, creating a northwest-southeast tilt. Just as
the islands of Sumatra and Malaysia moved in response to this
earthquake, and just as the entire planet shifted slightly, so every
island and mountain will move when the exponentially greater sixth
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seal events take place. Just as the earth wobbled slightly on its axis
due to this earthquake, the earth will shift on its axis and possibly
cause the stars to appear to fall toward the earth’s horizon when the
sixth seal events take place. Just as the length of a day shortened
slightly due to this earthquake, so the days during Daniel’s 70th week
may be shortened as a result of the sixth seal events.
There have been other powerful seismic events in addition to this
event. A 7.6 magnitude earthquake in Pakistan-controlled Kashmir in
October 2005 claimed over 80,000 lives and injured over 100,000,
and a 7.7 magnitude earthquake in Java in July 2006, which generated
tsunamis, took hundreds of lives, devastated the coastal areas, and
displaced thousands. In disasters such as these, scores of people
simply could not be accounted for and were therefore labeled as
missing. Those unfortunate enough to be in the locale of the activity
were described as being in shock and extreme fear of aftershocks.
Chaos and looting was rampant, food and water supplies were
contaminated, and electricity was compromised in affected areas.
In addition, ominous seismic and volcanic activity has been taking
place underneath Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming that, for the
most part, is going unreported in the major media. One of the world’s
largest supervolcanoes is the Yellowstone caldera, located in a 30 by
45 mile section of the park. Scientists believe that in the past, this
massive caldera erupted and covered most of the North American
continent with ash. There are over 2,000 small to medium earthquakes
underneath Yellowstone every year as a result of its positioning on
top of a large magma chamber in one of the globe’s most geologically
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active hot spots. Scientists believe the Yellowstone caldera is overdue
for a major explosion, and a full-scale eruption could result in
millions of deaths and a global catastrophe. Yellowstone is only one
of several supervolcanoes scattered throughout the globe.
These global seismic and volcanic events mirror much of the
description of the events of the sixth seal, but to a smaller scale, yet
the current activity does not support the notion that the coming of the
Lord is any closer than it was hundreds of years ago. Earthquakes
have been occurring, and volcanoes erupting, ever since the flood, and
they will continue to occur in the future. However, the increased
frequency of the activity provides corroboration of Jesus’ statement
that there would be birth pains before the end, just as contractions
increase prior to a natural birth. In addition, it serves as a warning to
all that the earth is primed for a disaster of epic proportions when the
moment of the ages finally arrives.
Approaching the Catastrophic Sixth Seal
As that moment approaches, the signs inside the earth, on the earth,
and in the sky will continue to occur. But when that day finally
arrives, the sixth seal of the scroll will be opened by the Lamb in
heaven, and the following events will take place:
1. The dead in Christ throughout history will be resurrected,
awakened by power of God and the trumpet voice of God shaking
the earth and the heavens.
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2. The bodies of all believers, both those resurrected dead in Christ,
and the living and remaining believers, will be transformed into
the likeness of Jesus Christ’s immortal body.
3. All believers, in transformed immortal bodies, will be suddenly
caught up together into the air to meet Jesus Christ.
Meanwhile, the earth and its inhabitants will not be able to avoid
the effects that the trumpet voice of God and the power of the
resurrection of the dead in Christ will have on the natural world.
Those effects will include the following:
1. Massive worldwide earthquakes and movement of the continental
and oceanic plates, causing the mountains and islands to move
from their current geographic locations.
2. Shifting of oceanic plates, causing massive tsunami waves which
will devastate entire coastlines, cities, and island nations.
3. Volcanic activity resulting from the movement of the crust of the
earth on top of the underlying magma. This will cause volcanoes
across the globe to spew lava and ash into the air. The moon will
turn blood-red, and the sun will be blackened.
4. The convergence of supernatural activity with the natural world
may cause a polar shift, where a severe shift in the earth’s crust
causes the poles to move from their current position. This may
cause the stars to appear to be “falling” or moving toward the
earth’s horizon. There may also be meteors or asteroids that strike
the earth’s surface in association with these events.
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This may be visualized in the following scenario: in the briefest of
moments, all the dead in Christ are resurrected, and all believers, both
those living at the time and those just resurrected, are transformed
into immortal bodies as the piercing sound of a reverberating hornblowing is heard all around the world. People look up in a state of
bewilderment wondering what that strange sound and massive
shaking could be. Then, the supernatural and the natural world
converge. Suddenly, the earth’s crust begins to shift on top of
energized magma from pole to pole, triggering worldwide seismic,
volcanic, and tsunamic activity. The massive Yellowstone Park
caldera begins to explode gases, molten lava, and toxic ash across the
North American continent; the San Andreas Fault ruptures, splitting
California in two; the New Madrid Fault erupts and the Gulf of
Mexico floods the Mississippi River as the continental plates shift
upward and downward; earthquakes around the oceanic fault lines
cause monstrous tsunami waves to strike the coastlines; similar
catastrophic events occur around the globe.
As this activity begins to take place and the crust of the earth
begins to react, believers will still be on the earth, yet in newlytransformed bodies. Just before the devastation and destruction begins
to take its full effect, they are suddenly and forcibly snatched up off
the earth into the atmosphere. As they rise, they look down to see the
planet they just left shifting, quaking, and exploding below them. On
this day, the population of the earth will fall drastically due to the exit
of living believers and the deaths of many millions of people in the
sudden destruction of the events of the sixth seal.
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Masking a Global Disappearance
The technological infrastructure of the cities of the earth will be at
least severely crippled, if not completely destroyed, as a result of this
powerful resurrection event. Electric power will be unavailable,
making communication between other nations very difficult.
Communication by radio waves may be the best form of
communication at that time, providing both parties attempting to
communicate have functioning equipment and the required electricity
to transmit the signal. The areas with the greatest numbers in which
the dead in Christ are buried may experience a higher proportionate
share of the supernatural power of the resurrection, resulting in more
intense destruction.
As for the whereabouts of missing believers on the earth after the
events of the sixth seal, perhaps, due to the worldwide calamity and
devastation, they will be claimed as missing or dead; casualties of the
chaos. Their vanishing may be completely overlooked due to the
masking characteristic that the associated destruction will bring. Will
there be news reports of people missing, or will the physical,
logistical, and technological infrastructure on the earth be so disrupted
and damaged as to prevent this? If satellites that enable worldwide
television and cellular phone communications are disabled by the
supernatural power of the future translation event, then the ability to
disseminate news will be severely crippled. At a bare minimum,
satellites will likely require repositioning to compensate for the
movement of the earth’s surface, as well as other natural and
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supernatural phenomena that may disrupt their proper functioning. In
addition, electricity plants may be completely powered down or
otherwise damaged by the electromagnetic activity, or by the shifting
of the earth’s crust and tsunami damage.
If these scenarios prove to be correct, flash newscast reports of
millions of people disappearing around the earth, suggested in popular
movies, songs, and books, would be impossible. While the news may
be slowly spread by word of mouth, confusion and chaos will
ultimately rule the day. Perhaps some of the islands and countries that
were formerly accessible or inhabitable will be completely covered
underwater, or the land so marred by the earthquakes, volcanoes, and
tsunamis, that an accounting for the whereabouts of people is simply
impossible.
This type of chaos was clearly evident in the aftermath of the
December 26, 2004 tsunami event. Entire cities, one with a population
over 100,000, were 80-100% destroyed. Several smaller islands off
the coast of Sumatra had simply “disappeared.” 8 According to some
estimates, over 164,000 people were missing, meaning they were not
counted among the dead or injured. After a certain amount of time,
the missing persons would be considered among the dead. For
example, Great Britain announced on January 16, 2005, over two
weeks after the event, that the missing would be declared dead if they
were not found after one year. 9 On January 19, 2005, when
approximately 70,000 Indonesian people who were previously among
the missing were declared among the dead, Indonesian President
Yudhoyono stated “Perhaps we will never know the exact scale of the
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human casualties.” 10 Indeed, widespread confusion has ruled the day
during the entire process of trying to assess the dead. According to
one source from Jakarta, Indonesia, “the massive levels of destruction
wrought by the tsunami and the sheer numbers of corpses meant that
in the early post-disaster stages, many of the victims were buried in
mass graves without prior identification.” 11
Imagine the chaos that will occur at the sixth seal when the effects
of the Southeast Asia catastrophe are multiplied many times over on a
worldwide basis. Many millions could be missing, and as such, those
believers who were living and remaining prior to the event, but could
not be found afterward, would simply be declared part of a massive
group of missing persons, and eventually would be declared dead in
the catastrophe. This is a very solid and plausible explanation for the
future disappearance of millions of believers on the earth, a question
that has perplexed Bible prophecy students for decades.
Unification Amongst the Chaos
After some time passes, the planet’s surviving inhabitants will
begin to pick up the pieces. In the wake of past catastrophic events,
human nature has always been to pull together and become united for
a common cause. This was the case in the wake of what happened to
the United States on September 11, 2001. Citizens banded together
when media broadcast showed the planes hitting the buildings and the
towers coming down. When such a natural disaster occurs on the
earth in the future, affecting each and every nation, a spirit of unity
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will manifest itself to come together for a common cause, and to rise
from the ashes to rebuild.
The response of other nations around the world after the December
26, 2004 earthquake and tsunami in the Indian Ocean provides more
evidence of unification of people to regroup and rebuild. Consider the
initial response of these nations to help the affected region after this
terrible disaster:
•

United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan announced the UN
would send disaster and coordination teams to the region for relief
and rescue assistance.

•

The Russian government sent a helicopter, tents, and equipment to
help the relief effort.

•

The Chinese government promised to provide emergency
humanitarian aid.

•

The Canadian government pledged approximately $800,000 in
relief aid, as well as other humanitarian assistance on the ground.

•

The Philippine government promised a group of humanitarians to
help with rescue and cleanup.

•

The Australian government sent two Air Force crafts full of
medical supplies and blankets, and pledged $7,000,000.

•

The United States government pledged an initial $15,000,000
relief package, then later an additional $20,000,000, and stood
ready to help in other ways.

•
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•

The

European

Union

offered

approximately

$4,000,000

immediately and said more would be offered in the future.
•

The Israeli government promised to send doctors and experts.

•

The Pakistani government launched a humanitarian search and
rescue mission, mobilized its Navy to help the search, and
dropped emergency food supplies.

•

Greece sent a plane with 11 tons of medical supplies.

•

The governments of Germany, Ireland, Britain, and Kuwait all
promised monetary assistance.

•

The government of Singapore sent a special emergency consular
team to Thailand. 12
The unification that resulted from this disaster was unprecedented,

and is a preview of what will likely occur after the sixth seal events
have taken their toll. While every nation on the planet will be affected
by the events, the nations will come together to help each other.
On the coattails of this unification, perhaps the Middle East peace
situation, at an impasse for so long, will finally be settled when a man
is able to draw the Palestinians and Jews together over the division of
Israel’s covenant land. In light of this possibility, consider comments
by former United States President Bill Clinton in connection with the
devastating December 26, 2004 earthquake and tsunami:
I am grateful for the opportunity that this terrible tragedy
gives for religious reconciliation in the world. . .[in which
people around the world are] “reaching out for the Muslims
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of Indonesia, for the Hindus and the Buddhists, and the
Muslims and the Christians in Sri Lanka to reconcile. 13
Imagine a worldwide catastrophe affecting all ethnic and religious
groups, and the chance for reconciliation. Could not the Jews and the
Palestinians also fit in that list if a similar catastrophe thrust them into
reconciliation mode? Tensions between the Hindus and Buddhists
were very high prior to the event, but after the event, there was a
temporary lull in the fighting and hatred. Below is a list of specific
examples of peace between bitter enemies not only after the 2004
tsunami disaster, but also after other natural disasters in history:
1. After the December 26, 2004 earthquake and resulting tsunami,
Pakistan, a bitter nuclear enemy of India, sent relief teams to India
and dispatched their Navy to help with the rescue effort. Conflicts
between the Muslim population of Pakistan and the Hindu
population of India were temporarily set aside due to the disaster.
2. Another temporary reconciliation after the 2004 earthquake and
tsunami included a separatist group in Banda Aceh, Indonesia,
who announced a unilateral cease-fire in order to help people who
were affected by the tragedy. According to Sidney Jones, the
Southeast Asia project director for the International Crisis Group,
“This is a watershed. . .the tsunami will change the dynamic of the
conflict in a number of important ways.”
3. Again after the 2004 earthquake and tsunami, the Tamil Tigers
were quelled in their resistance against the Sri Lanka central
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government. According to Hans Brattskar, the Norwegian
ambassador to Sri Lanka, “This was definitely one of those events
that change history. We are in darkness now, but people are
looking for rays of hope.”
4. In 2003, the United States provided 68 tons of relief to Bam, Iran
after an earthquake devastated the city and killed over 31,000
people. The United States and Iran were not friendly countries
prior to the earthquake, but the United States set aside differences
in the face of a humanitarian emergency.
5. In 1999, both Greece and Turkey were rocked by severe
earthquakes. Tensions were quelled amongst the bitter enemies
when rescue crews were sent from both countries to help each
other. According to Soli Ozel, teacher of politics at Bilgi
University in Istanbul, Turkey, “Suddenly, the perception of the
‘other’ as evil changed. The earthquakes provided indispensable
public support for the policy of rapprochement.” 14
Humanity has consistently responded in a spirit of unity to help in
the time of natural disasters, and the events of the sixth seal will
certainly be no different. The world will be drawn together in a
massive effort to rebuild what has been toppled, and to salvage what
is salvageable. An offshoot of this unity could result in the
strengthening of a covenant to parcel the land of Israel, triggering the
beginning of Daniel’s 70th week. In addition, the stressful situation
surrounding Jerusalem may be temporarily relieved, allowing a
temple to be built on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.
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Many will not survive the events of the sixth seal, but those who
do will not find much solace. They will be thrust into a period about
which Jesus said no one would survive unless its time span were
shortened: the days of God’s vengeance on the earth. According to
Paul in II Thessalonians, it will be a time of great delusion due to the
emergence of the prophesied man of sin, who will deceive the
surviving humanity. God will send a strong deluding influence on
those who survive the destruction of the sixth seal and the trumpet
judgments, so that they will believe what is false and be condemned.
It will also be a time of great death and horror due to the
destructive events within the trumpet and bowl judgments that will
come upon the earth during the seven-year period. Jesus prophesied
unparalleled suffering during the pouring out of God’s vengeance:
Mat 24:21 For then there will be great suffering unlike
anything that has happened from the beginning of the world
until now, or ever will happen.
This concludes the first section. Within it, we have examined
Paul’s mysterious journey to Mount Sinai in Arabia; its connection
with the last trumpet voice of God before the resurrection of the dead
and the catching up of believers; the pattern of earthquakes coinciding
with the resurrection of the dead to immortality; the sudden
destruction at the opening of the sixth seal and its connection with the
beginning of the day of the Lord’s wrath; and aftermath models from
historic disastrous events which may prove to be predictive of the
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aftermath of the sixth seal events. With the foundation of this
catastrophic sixth seal resurrection model established, Revelation
chapters 4 through 7 will now be examined to understand how this
model fits within the chronology of these most important chapters of
Bible prophecy. Be prepared for an interesting journey from the first
century ascension of Jesus Christ to the future seventh seal ceremony
of incense that precedes the unleashing of the wrath of God.
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